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**Title word cross-reference**

81/2 [Mic96]. + [NL95]. *O*(n) [BS92].
- [Ano02c, Ano03b, Ano03c].
/ [Ano09a, Ano10a].


1 [Sal75].


4 [Led99d].
6.0} [Led99c]. 67 [Sch78].
8 [Led99a]. 80 [GL95].
'92 [CB93b]. 95 [GSX99].

abductive [CLMT01]. Abstract  
[Bai87, GZ87, HC12, BZ88, CZ11, FW87,  
Jal92, Liu93, Log09, McL77, Noo85, RK93].  
Abstracting [HF87]. abstraction  
[OK00, ZP04]. Abstractions  
[Coo81, SS79, BEL77, Ber77, DNR90].  
Access [SC94, AMF13, DOZ06].  
accessibility [CY02]. ACM [MB13, MB14].  
Action [DS93]. Active [YF98]. Activity  
[Sal92]. actors [VMD09, VBS+14]. acyclic
Ada [BJS93, CMM85, EL87, EHM091, GSX99, Geh82, MZGT85, SC94].
Ada-95 [GSX99]. ADABTPL [SS92].
Adaptable [RS83]. Adapting [RDT08].
adaptive [PPK11, RBY+05]. adding [MZC10]. advanced [GSX99]. affix [HSS88].
agent [ACZ05]. agent-oriented [ACZ05]. agents [CLMT01]. aggregates [BCR11].
ahead [JPB+08]. ahead-of-time [JPB+08]. aid [ZP04]. algebra [BLM93, MH07].
Algebraic [RH94, Rus87]. ALGOL [SB79, CHH02, NK90]. Algol-like [NK90, CHH02].
Algorithm [Man78, CAS08, Dha90, Noo85, Yan00]. Algorithms [PB84, Sal83, War78, PS10, SIK09].
Allocation [CAC+81, BM95, LCC07, jLtCxH09, Zob93]. allocators [HC05]. Altering [Cov93].
alternatives [GG09]. ALua [URI02]. Ambient [AKP02]. ambient [BCF02, BCF+04, BC02]. AmbientTalk [VBS+14]. Among [Pet78, CLMT01].
analyses [BGH13, KHO14]. Analysis [Lin88, MM82, Ree84, Sha80, TSF+87, Wad80, BC93, BCF+04, BC10, CCB15, GDD12, HV93, KDM03, LDG09, MT05, Ozt11, Rid79b, RD78, SF89, YTC02].
analyzability [HG93]. analyzer [ZGE85]. analyzers [Yan96]. Anatomy [Ree84].
AND- [HC96]. AND-parallel [PGT+96]. animation [Bay76]. annotation [CV14].
applicability [YTC02]. Application [BK+08, CJS08, Orm83, Sch78, KS90]. Application-specific [BK+08].
Applications [CMMM85, Ken78, Lic99b, Lic99c, AA09, BDL+12, KKG92, Man01, MZC10, MGLFCP12, MP92, PJ91, RGP98, RDT08, VBS+14, Zak88]. Applicative [GS86, Sal83]. Applied [MB13, MB14, Zav86]. Applying [DQ09, Cov93]. Approach [CJS08, Rid79a, Sha80, Zav86, Bas75, CO89, DtxP13, Hsao75, Ier93, Lee05, LB06, MZC10, Rid79b, SM94]. Approximate [Spr79]. Arabic [AA89, AAH95, ZA87].
ARABLAN [AAH95]. Architecture [Ano07a, KKG15, SK14]. architectures [CC95, VS95, VLC98, IMP+08, vOKF01]. Argos [MR01]. arithmetic [PS94a]. Array [CPD93, JG89]. arrays [DK92, DLP07, Lus02]. ascent [Hor93]. ascent-descent [Hor93]. Ash [Led99c]. Aspects [HH06, Was79, DGTU91].
Assembling [Tay96]. assertions [Jay92]. Assignment [Sam79, Dha88, Dha90, SIK09]. assistants [AA09]. Associated [Fle84].
Associative [CRPP00]. atomic [YF98]. attaching [AA09]. attribute [CY02, DPP10, Gell77, MS89, Yan00].
attribute-grammar [CY02]. Attributes [Tay79]. augmenting [L96]. Author [Ano05a, Ano05g, Ano06c].
automata [KB75]. automated [KK92]. Automatic [HL08, MT82, Man01, BM95, CM11, DPP10, SBB94, Wet77]. Automatically [BC89, Ear75]. automating [YCH92].
automaton [MR01]. automaton-based [MR01]. autonomous [DMT10]. aware [BDL+12]. Axiomatic [BEH86, HON75].
Behavior [Rid79a, Sar93, SJW94].
best-fit [HC05]. BETA [OK00]. better [KY75, Yan96]. between [FBDH12, SSM10, VMD09]. beyond [Fri92].
Bidirectional [KDM93]. Binary [HT13, MLW05]. Binding [San79, VF82].
biomedical [Zak88]. Black [Ber91b]. Black-box [Ber91b]. blend [GBZ09].
Blocks [Pag79]. board [Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano09a, Ano10a]. bottom [BDB90]. bottom-up [BDB90]. bound [KJ12]. boundaries [BCF02]. Bounded [KKN014]. bounds [BJ14]. box [Ber91b].
BPEL [KJ12]. Branching [RGP98].
Branching-time [RGP98]. bridge [FBDH12]. Bridging [YD78]. brief [Fri92].
bulk [MH07]. bulk-synchronous [MH07]. business [LVdW*01]. bytecode [DJD90, JPB*08]. bytecode-to-C [JPB*08].
C [Ano88, Bud82, CL89, EP89, ECB12, JPB*08, KS90, LC02, MP92, Pen05, PE88]. C# [Fruit10]. C-Flavours [K590]. Cactus [RGP98].
Calculus [GS86, Abd75a, Abd75b, AMF13, BL92, DLP07, AKPG02]. Calendar [WPR06]. Call [Ano07a, Ano07b, Kr02].
call-tracking [Kr02]. capabilities [CGG*09]. card [SK14]. Carla [CC95].
Case [Zav86, BL94, BJ14, MKP06].
CASL [IMP*08]. CCS [NN09]. CDL [LS90, LS94]. cellular [VLC98]. centric [LDG09].
chaining [HGC*09, VS89]. Chains [Ken78]. challenges [PBD12]. changing [Pun01]. channel [Fisi88].
Characterization [DK83]. Checking [Bai86, CCT08, DQ09, Ier93, JL96, MS93, MP92, Pen05, Pen14, PRR12, Sis04, ZPU04].
Classboxes [BDN95]. classical [Har97].
Closures [FL87]. Co [MKP06, LCC07].
co-allocation [LCC07]. Co-evolving [MKP06]. COBOL [Tha77, Pet78].
Cocke [Man78]. Cocke-Younger-Kasami [Man78].
Code [Ano88, BT86, CJ08, DK83, DH86, FL87, JRS08, RS82, BDB90, BBR92, BC13, BM95, CAS08, CCJ93, Dha88, Gan98, GDD12, Hat91, HV93, Kha0, Kha11, MT05, MKP06].
Combination [FW78]. Combinator [JRS08]. Component [NO83].
Combining [Bai86]. Commands [AA89]. common [MW09].
Communicating [DH86]. Communication [Bro88, AKPG02]. communications [CC95]. compact [HS03]. Comparison [FLE84, SIK09, Tha77].
Compilation [Sch78, BRB07]. compile [FL92]. Compiler [Ano07a, Ano07b, MB85, HSS88, Hat91, JPB*08, KMLS15, MB75].
Compiler-Architecture [Ano79].
Compilers [Sha80]. Compiling [WF78].
complete [GL95]. Complex [SP79].
complexity [BZ88, IPP82, Ste84].
compliant [MZC10]. Component [WBGM10, FHDH9, FBDH12, PSW95].
Component-based [WBGM10, FHDH12, PSW95].
component-oriented [FHDH9].
components [PSW*13, TAY96, Zdu06].
composable [LMR93]. composed [MW82].
composition [Bou04, BRT99, DSW05, PPK11, RP09, Zdu06]. Compositional [GSX99].
Computation [CIF84, Nag79, AJ93, CAS08, MST14, PT09].
computational [HT13, LCC07, jLtCxH09].
Computationally [RS87], computations [DLP07, PRD02].
Computer [BS78, CF02, HR91, Rin91, Jos78, Nym95, Zak88].
computer-based [Zak88].
computations [DLP07, PRD02].
Computer [BS78, CF02, HR91, Rin91, Jos78, Nym95, Zak88].
computer-based [Zak88].
computations [DLP07, PRD02].
Computer [BS78, CF02, HR91, Rin91, Jos78, Nym95, Zak88].
computer-based [Zak88].
Designing [HG93, Ear75], destructive [HV94], detailed [KHO14], detection [FM04], deterministic [OM92], deterministic [Lee05, PRD02, RP98].

Developing [BB91]. Development [CDGM80, GG82, HR91, Bai90, BDPW08, yCH92, Mal10, MˇZ05, Rot92, SK14, WD04].

Developments [Cro79, Fle78]. Devices [Sym85]. DFL [PBG84]. diagrams [Her76]. dialects [CHHP91]. dialogue [Nym95]. different [Coe98]. digitaled [HLJ76].

Dijkstra [Baie86]. DILOG [HLJ76]. DILOG-digitaled [HLJ76]. Direct [MB75].

Directed [LBR81, DS93, Har97, Kha10, Nil90, OWG93, VS93].

Discrete [BB91, Bli94, Hoo87]. dispatch [KA07].

Dispel [Joh81]. Display [MOT84, NK90]. distance [Dai94]. Distributed [BT91, BGMT82, CLSM96, Coo81, Led99e, PB84, Tal93a, YF83, Kir02, CNGW09, DRT97, LS94, NJLS12, PLS10, PJ91, Sco91, SRRB10, Tay96, Whi77, ZTLM13].


Driven [BF78, DMT10, lLaCxH90, SK14, YG93].

DRL [DRT97]. Dynamic [BB91, BRT99, GG09, BKSW09, BG84, FF90, GBZ09, HDN09, LC02, LGD09, Pen05, PRD02, PLS10, RN09]. dynamically [Ber11, Pun01].


Editor [Ano01a, DP09]. Editorial [Ano01a, Ano03b, Ano03c, DW04, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano09a, Ano10a].

Edwards [Led99a]. Effect [GFK81, IR95].

Effective [Fle78]. effectiveness [DTXP13]. efficiency [PGT˙+96]. Efficient [BB90, JRSB85, JPB˙+08, PDK˙+09, CCJ93, FF89, Hat91, Li96, Lia92, PT09].

Effort [CIF84]. Elements [Pet78, Whi77]. eliminating [RW09]. Elimination [BC13, Dem75]. Embedded [Ano07a, ABG˙+05, HL08, JPB˙+08, MRO03, PDK˙+09, Wan92]. embedding [KMLS15].

Emerald [HHS90]. empirical [SW77, SJW94]. Employing [Sis04]. enabled [PPK11]. engineered [Hug85].

Engineering [SSJB96, Man01]. Engines [DH89, HF87]. Enhancement [DOZ06].


ENVISAGER [DGU91]. epsilon [FL92].


Evaluation [CD81, GFK81, ABG˙+05, DPP10, FW87, Jay92, KHO14, LRB˙+11, MC96, MS89, NS93, PBDF12, PS94a, SI09, Tre00, TM00]. evaluations [KR95]. Event [BB91, SRRB10, VMD09]. event-based [SRRB10]. evolving [MKPW06].

Exception [DG94, LS90, BKYV80, CM11, CD82, HO90, JPB˙+08, Rom97]. exceptions [BJ90]. exchanging [FF89]. executable [CIP˙+00, HZ96, KJ12]. execute [FKRT95].

Execution [LS84, BJ14, CPD93, GMMP89, LIL00, MB75, PLS10]. exercise [Sal92].

existing [AA09]. expecting [DG94].

Experience [Wei85, Sco91]. Experiences [MOT84]. experimental [Ste75].


Expression
[Tai79, KR95, Kes98, LRB+11, PS94a, VS95].

**Expressions** [WF78, GGK+11]. **Extended** [Cel81, RS87, SS79].

**Extended-Entity-Relationship** [SS79].

**Extending** [BL99, LCFÁ10, MZC07, Sul75].

**Extensible** [KMLS15]. **Extension** [Nag80, BRS90, Sal92]. **Extensions** [BDNW05, Dre96, FO10].

**Extracting** [PSW95].

**Facet** [BC93]. **Facility** [BF78, Nag80, BJS93, FF90].

**Factorizations** [WF78]. **Fail** [Dre96, Wet77]. **Fail-safety** [Dre96].

**Fairness** [OBGK02]. **Familial** [Orm83].

**Fast** [HZ96, MLW05]. **Fault** [CL89, DTXP13].

**Fault-localization** [DTXP13]. **Fault-tolerant** [CL89]. **Faust** [JO11].

**Feedback** [Kha10]. **Feedback-directed** [Kha10].

**Field** [ACZ05, AA09, BBRR12, BM95, CY02, HT13, JM96, KMLS15, NN09, Rot92, SSB94].

**Field-based** [ACZ05]. **Free** [Cel81, BC93, BS92, IR95, Seb89]. **Freedom** [CS03].

**Front** [Ano02c, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03a, Ano04b, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d].

**Functional** [AD07, Bai87, BJ90, Fle86, FW78, MO83, Bai90, HV94, Lia92, Mal10, Mal93, Thir, dLZ12]. **Functionality** [MRO03].

**Functions** [Mic86, IR95, SS09].

**Fundamental** [Sym85]. **Fuzzy** [Dja88].

**G** [Bai87, Pla91]. **GALS** [MSRG10]. **Gap** [YD78, FBDH12].

**Generalized** [Car78, LS84, PC85].

**Generated** [Pet78]. **Generating** [KR95, BC93, Noo85].

**Generation** [FL87, Wad80, BBD90, BM95, CAS08, CNGW09, DPP10, FL92, Gan89a, Hat91, Hor90].

**Generators** [Bud82, Gan89b].

**Generic** [Bai87, CGC+09, Geh80, Bai90, Bou08].

**Generics** [EHMO91, TKH99].

**Genuinely** [BJS93]. **Genuinely-lazy** [BJS93].

**Global** [BT86, Zob93]. **Goal** [Har97, Nil90, OWG93].

**Goal-directed** [Har97, Nil90, OWG93].

**Goals** [Lee05].

**Grammar** [BEH86, RP98, Sar94, CY02].

**Grammars** [BF78, Cel81, CF79, Mic86, Pag79, BC89, Dem75, HSS88, JGM98, NS93, Seb89, Yan00, BC93].

**Grammatical** [Nym95].

**Graph** [BF78, BRS90, BJ14, SSM10].

**Graphics** [Zak88].

**Graphs** [LBR81, MO83, RS82, BC13, VS93].

**GRAS** [BM95].

**Green** [dOG06, dOG09].

**Gregorian** [WFR06].

**Grid** [Geh79, LCC07, jLtvCxxH09].

**Grids** [GH07].

**Guarded** [Bai86].

**Guest** [Ano01a, DP09].

**HALO** [HGC+09].

**Handle** [BL99, PRD02].

**Handling** [Bai86, GG82, BKYV80, CM11, CO98, CB93a, CD82, Dai94, DP98, DG94, HO90, JM96, JPB+08, LW75, LS90, Rom97].

**Hardware** [DPP10].

**Hebrew** [NB84, NB84].
Heterogeneous [PC85]. Heuristic [VS93].
Hierarchical
[LBR81, BZ88, Bai90, Bou08, PSW+13].
High [CIF84, Ear75, Geh79, McL77, BEL77,
Ber77, CCJ93, Lou07, MB75, Sch75b,
Sch75a, Tuc75]. high-level
[Lou07, MB75, Tuc75]. higher
[Fal97, KH12, RW09]. historical
[Fri92, HGC+09]. history-based
[HGC+09]. Hoisting [CJ80].
Huhu [NB84]. human
[Nym95]. human-computer
[Nym95]. hybrid [dLZ12].

IBM [FF75]. ICCL [CB93b]. Icon
[Gri83, OWG93, Wal89]. IFC [Ano04a]. II
[Abd75b, Ber77, Sch75a]. image
[WDCL08]. imageSegment [PBDF12].
Implementable [BEH86].
Implementation
[CMM85, GZ87, Geh80, MT82, PB84, RS83,
TC81, ZL81, AA89, ABG+05, BAK89,
Bud82, CL97, FBDH12, FW96, FFMB11,
FW87, GWDD06, HGC+09, Lia92, MC96,
Mic96, OWG93, RM93, VLC98].
Implementations [Sal83, CKS83].
Implementing [BF78, Gri83, KNW94].
import [FF86]. imprecise [BL99].
Improved [Man78, CCT08]. Improving
[Kha11, PGT+96, Ten83, DTX13].
inclusion [Sch75a]. Incremental
[Hor90, MZ05, MS89, MPS90, Li96, SB04, VS94].
incrementally [NJLS12]. Independent
[BT86, FM04, PGT+96, VF82]. Index
[An00, An01b, An05a, An05e, An05g, An09, An09c]. Induced
[TKB94]. induction [PC78].
induction-inference [PC78]. Inference
[CF79, PC78, Pum01]. inferencing [KDM03]. Information
[CHH02, An00a, An01a, KKG15, LDG09,
PR10, ZTLM13]. infrastructure [GDD12].
Inheritance [SS92, Bou04, MW96, TKH99].
inlining [HWM13, KR98]. input [BER00].
input-consuming [BER00]. instructions
[Dha90]. integrated [LCFÁ10].
Integrating [HHLv89, HHS90, PT09].
Integration
[Sha81, ACZ05, LP97, Tal93b, WD04].
inelligence [HL176]. intensional
[MKPW06]. intentional [TBKG04]. Inter
[GWDD06, MC96, OM92, FO02].
Inter-entry [MC96, OM92].
Inter-language [GWDD06].
inter-program [FO02]. Interacting
[YF83]. Interaction [An07a]. Interactive
[GG82, LfL00]. Interface
[MP92, CNGW09, Tay96, Thi82, Zak88].
interfaces [Pum01]. Intermediate
[BT86, McC91, BG84, MB75].
interpretation [CZ11, HC12, Log09, RK93].
Interpreter [GS86, PT09, Zim86].
Interpreters [Mic86, RR99].
Interprocedural [CD81]. intervals [BL99].
Introduction [An01a, BW05, CB93b,
DP09, HR91, HR92, Lou07, Rin91, SD06].
intrusively [MZW10]. invariants [Log09].
inverson [SM89]. investigation [PSC10].
invocation [CO98, OBGK02]. invocations
Isolating [FO10]. issue
[CB93b, Lou07, MB13, MB14, SD06, Zuc04].
issues [CL89, COHW95]. Iteration
[MP00]. iterators [Ear75].

J [Fel87, KML95]. J-operator [Fel87].
Jager [Led99d]. Java
[ACZ05, BCR11, CV14, CY02, HW13,
JPB+08, KML95, PT09, Rez12, TKH99].
JavaBean [MZH10]. JavaLog [ACZ05].
Jeri [Led99a]. jLab [PT09]. John
JR [CG+09]. Jumps [Abd75b]. Just
[dACSAP14]. Just-in-time [dACSAP14].

Kasami [Man78]. kernels [KKG15].
Keyword [An00c, An05e, An06c]. know
[Sch76].
LAILA [CLMT01]. Lambda [GS86, WF78, Abd75a, Abd75b, FL92].

Lambda-Calculus [GS86, Abd75a, Abd75b].
Lambda-Expressions [WF78]. Landin [Fel87].
Language [Ano07b, BS78, Bai87, BT86, Bar82, BEL77, BGMT82, BC84, DGU91, FM04, GS86, GO88, Hoo87, Hoo89, Hul87, Joh81, KN85, KP78, MT82, MO83, Nag79, Nag80, Orm83, PBG84, PC85, RBY+05, Rin91, SBF80, ZLS81, AHH95, Bas75, BL92, Bay76, BKSW09, BAK89, Bou08, BG84, CIP+00, CGG+09, CH92, CFG00, CC95, CL89, CHHP91, DRT97, Dja88, EL87, FDH08, FBDH12, FFMB11, GR91, dOG06, dOG09, GWDD06, HDN09, HHS90, HZ96, Hug85, JD94, KKG92, KNW94, LMR93, LP97, LBR89, Liu93, LS94, Luq93, MJC93, McGregor10, Mal10, Mal93, MR01, MZ05, MB75, Mic96, ND77, NL95, OWG93, OK00, PGM84, Pla91, PE88, PSW+13, RN09, RGP98, Run89, RH94, Sal92, Sco91, SS92, SMdSB09, Ste75, Tuc75, Tze12, VLC98]. language [IMP+08, Wan92, WDC08, Zdu06, Zim86, dLZ12, Bai86, yCH92, RS94].

Language-And [BT86]. language-based [Bou08]. Language-independent [FM04].

Languages [CIF84, CG84, Cro79, HR91, HR92, MB13, MB14, Was79, vOKF01, Abd75a, Abd75b, Bai90, BC88, BLM93, BL99, Ber11, BEL77, Ber77, BW90, CL97, CO98, Cia92, CHH02, CG93, CF02, COHW95, CRPP00, Fri92, HC12, HHLv89, HG93, Ier93, IR95, LCF+A10, LfL00, Lia92, MP00, MK90, OM91, PC78, Rot92, Rus87, Sch75b, Sch75a, YG93].

languages-value [Sch75b]. large [LRB+11, MP92, SJW94]. Lass [Bar82].
layered [MR04, OM91]. layers [Vai04].
Lazy [Han97, BJ93, HV94, Jay92, Tre00].
Lemnent [Tre00, TM00]. Level [BEH86, CIF84, Geh79, MO83, Pag79, BEL77, Ber77, CC93, Ear75, Lou07, MSRG10, MCL77, MB75, Sch75b, Sch75a, Tuc75]. lexical [Yan96, YTC02]. lexically [FF90]. libraries [FF75]. library [CDW09]. life [Hoo89]. like [CH92, MRO03, Was79, NK90]. LINDA [SS93, RPB09]. linear [Dha90]. linearly [PS10]. Linguistic [PRR12, VMD09]. Lisp [FWY96]. List [Ano09b, Ano10b, Ano11a, AJ93, FKR75, War78]. listless [Jay92]. Lists [Wad80, Lu02]. LL [BC89, Li96]. load [Dha90, VS95]. localization [DTXP13]. Logic [ACS96, HS03, RS87, BER00, BKG+08, BRT99, CLSM96, CLMT01, Cia92, CG96, DRT97, FL01, GG09, Har97, HC96, HG+09, HLJ76, JM96, JGM98, KNW94, LMR93, LP97, LfL00, NJLS12, RG98, Tal93b, KPP93]. Logical [CIF84, TSF+87, IPF82, JG93]. longest [YTC02]. longest-match [YTC02]. look [FF86]. Lookahead [SC87, Ber91a]. loop [KKG10, SF89, VMD09]. Loops [DK83, BL94]. loosely [RRB10]. Low [MO83]. Low-Level [MO83]. LR [BC88, Ber91a, Cel81, CB93a, DP98, Dem75, Hor90, VS94, WBGM10]. Lynx [Sco91].
LySa [BC10].

Machine-Independent [BT86]. machines [RM93, Yan96]. Macro [Nag80].
Macro-Oriented [Nag80]. macros [FKR75]. Macroscope [Fl08].
Maintaining [NJLS12]. Making [Fl08].
malleable [MZC10]. management [DOZ06, LC02]. Manipulating [G088].
manipulation [Mal93]. Martin [Led99c].
match [YTC02]. Matching [Gri83, Liu88, BBD90, CF88, Nil90].
Mechanizing [McK75]. medium [SJW94]. membership [Sch75a]. Memory
[LRB+11, HC05, KKNS14, KKG15, LC02, Ozt11, PLS10, RN09]. Memory-optimal
[Led99e, BCF02, BCF+04, HL08, VBS+14]. mobility [DMT10]. moded [BER00]. Model
[Pen14, SS79, ZP04, Abd75a, Abd75b, BDL+12, Ber91a, BMZ92, CM11, CAS08, CV14, DQ09, GDD12, GWDD06, OM91, Rus87, SK14, Sis04, WPR06, WD04, Yan96]. model-checking [DQ09]. Modeling
[MZGT85, Spr79]. modelling [GVdP+01, Rid79b]. Models
[BS78, Fle84, GZ87, KP78, BKG+08, GSX99, Lou07, RBY+05]. modern [IMP+08]. Modula [DNR90, Sal92]. Modular
[EHMO91, KN85, BKYY80, RP98]. modules [BRT99, LMR93]. MOF [CCB15]. Modular
[Vai04]. Multi [FFJ90, MOT84]. Multi-Display [MOT84]. Multi-way [FFJ90]. Multicomputers [Geh82, SS94]. multidimensional [DLP07]. multiparadigm [LP97, NL95, Pla91]. Multiple [ACS96, KA07, SS79, BKSW09, PS94b, TKH99]. Multiprocessing

[CF79, MRO03]. Neumann [RM93]. Node
[Wad80, War78]. Non
[Dem75]. nor [Tre00]. notation [Wil80]. note [Ano06b, Ano11b, Fei87]. notion
[BW90]. NP [CIP+00]. NP-SPEC [CIP+00]. number [DK92]. numbers [Run89]. Numerical [Nag79].

Object
[ACS96, BB91, GVdP+01, GG82, LP97, PBDF12, DGU91, FM04, Ier93, IR95, KS90, LCFÁ10, LDG09, MW96, NL95, RBY+05, YG93, dLZ12]. object-centric
[LDG09]. object-models [RBY+05].

Object-oriented
[GVdP+01, DGU91, FM04, Ier93, IR95, KS90, LCFÁ10, MW96, NL95, YG93, dLZ12]. objects
[CLSM96, LRB+11, Lus02, LB06, MW82, Rom95, YF98, DOZ06]. Obtaining
[HFW86]. Occam
[AMA97, AMA98, Fis88, Hul87, Tal93a].
OCL [CCB15]. offset [CAS08].
OmniBrowser [BDPW08]. Open
[HH06, Led99e, DK92]. Operating [Cro79].
Operation [Sam79, CG93], operation/
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